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President's Column
By: Charles Fox
I was channel
surfing
late at night a couple
weeks ago and ran across the 1959 version
of
Journey to the Center of the Earth.
One of my
earliest
childhood
memories
is watching
that
movie at a drive-in
theater
with my family.
1 don't know if that film was a first step on
a lifelong
appreciation
for caves and cave exploration
or not, but it certainly
inspired
an interest in the works of Jules Verne.
I read most
of his better known works while in grade
school.
Recently,
I found Verne's
complete
works available
as a free Kindle book collection
and dec ided to read his lesser known books as
part of my reading
program
this year.
While reading
Mysterious
Island, I ran
across a reference
to Mammoth
Cave.
It was
included
in a litany of the world's
great underground wonders
and referred
to Mammoth
Cave
as being unparalleled
in length at nearly twenty
miles of known passage.
From our perspective
today, a cave of just under twenty miles in
length is significant,
but hardly a wonder of the
world.
That made me think about how our perspective
on things can change over time.
The Cave Research
Foundation
has been doing serious scientific
research
for over fifty
years.
We even manage to have fun while doing
it most of the time.
Today, we're facing the
new challenges
and crises presented
by WNS
and other issues.
Some environmental
groups
would like to curtail most human access to
caves.
State and federal agencies
are under
pressure
to close caves and/or justify
continuing
to permit groups such as eRF to have access to
caves already closed to the public.
It's in our
best interest
that we act to maintain
a correct
perception
that we are doing valuable
work in a
professional
manner.
We live in the age of the Internet.
An illtimed remark,
a picture
presented
out of context, a funny or dramatic
story told in the wrong
time and place can all go viral and damage how
we are perceived
by the agencies
we work with.
I'm asking that as we go forward,
we seriously

On the Cover
This issue features
a report on the construction
in May 2012 of bat-friendly
gates on two Missouri caves:
McCormick
and Onyx.
On the
cover is a group shot, with part of the construction crew, at the newly-completed
gate to
McCormick
Cave.
The signs are shown above
and below the gate photo.
Photos by Ken
Grush.
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consider the image we're presenting
to the
world.
How we let the world perceive us is largely
up to us, and we need to work a little harder at
putting our best foot forward right now.
There's a time and a place for humor and adven-

ture stories, but we need to emphasize
the work
we're doing and the valuable contributions
we're making lest people forget and start believing that we're in the caves to play.
We can be either our own best advocates
or
our own worst enemies.
The choice is up to us.

Robert Louis Taylor 1944-2012
Composite of articles written by: Jonathan Beard and Kathy Taylor
Bob Taylor, our dear friend, caving partner,
and charter member of Springfield
Plateau
Grotto, passed away on June 7th after a lengthy
bout with cancer.
Bob was born on June 24, 1944 in Pasadena,
CA. When he was six months old his family
returned to their hometown
of Springfield,
MO.
There he attended public schools and graduated
from Hillcrest
High School in 1962. He spent
the next 13 years caving, working, and attending Missouri
State University
where he received
a B.S. degree in Psycho logy/Philosophy
and Geology in 1975. He received his M.A. in Humanities/Philosophy
in 1981 from Western Kentucky University.
He married Kathryn Ann Ball
on May 12, 1976. Their son, Matthew, who was
the highlight
of his life, was born on March 27,
1991.
Bob was a well-known
and well-appreciated
caver who concentrated
his caving efforts on the
cartography
and photography
of caves.
Bob's
first caving experience
was at Wasp Cave
(Greene County, MO) in 1958 with fellow high
school friends.
They explored other nearby
caves as well. His first hard core caving trip
was in the Paradise Crawl of Fantastic
Caverns
in 1963 with Heart of the Ozarks Grotto
(H .O.G.) members.
His first cave surveys were
at Keyhole and Junction Caves in Greene
County, MO in 1968, both of which he would
resurvey some 30 years later.
Bob's caving accomplishments
include more
than 300 cave surveys, with the completion
of
95 cave maps in Greene County, MO alone.
His
maps stand out for their fine artistry and for facilitating
visual comprehension
of difficult-toillustrate
cave sections.
Some of his major cave
surveys include the following:
l\lissouri:
Crystal Cave, Smalley Sinkhole
Cave, Leith Cave, Cookstove
Cave, Jam Up
Cave, China Pig Hole, Breakdown
Cave, Stinson
cave, Farwell Cave, Fry Creek (Hicks) Cave,
Matney Hollow Cave, Virgin Cave, Lon Odell
Memorial Cave, Emerald Lake Cave, Wilson
Cave, Ash Grove Cave, Gentry Cave, Steins
Creek Cave, Giboney Cave, Hall Branch Cave,
Crystal Caverns,
Arthur Cave, Rockhouse
Cave,

Welch
Spring

Spring Cave, Berry Cave,
Cave, Watkins Cave.

Fulbright

Arkansas:
Ennis Cave, Joe Bright Cave, Mud
Cave, Fitton Cave's East Passage,
Cob Cave;
Back 0' Beyond Cave.
Kentucky:
tem, Parks

Whigpistle
Cave, Hidden River
Cave, Flint-Mammoth
System.

Sys-

He surveyed caves in five states including
some footage in Duncan-Fields
Cave, the longest cave in Oklahoma.
During his more than six
years with Springfield
Plateau Grotto (S.P.G.),
Bob completed
the surveys of 47 caves in 14
Missouri counties and two counties
in Arkansas.
Besides cave surveying,
Bob enjoyed rappelling and was among the Americans
who caved in
Mexico in the 1960s.
He once descended
1,100
feet into Santo de Las Golondrinas
pit on a oneinch wide seat sling-an
adventure
he recounted
with amusement
in the summer 2000 issue of
Missouri Caves and Karst Conservancy
Digest,
which is devoted to him.
As an author of articles both of a technical
and popular nature, Bob wrote and published
extensively
in caving journals
and for many
years served on the Board of Directors
of Missouri Speleological
Survey and as Editor of its
journal Missouri Speleology.
He co-authored
The Art a/Cove
Mopping with the late Dr. Ken
Thomson, an instructional
manual which also
includes illustrations
by him; and was Editor in
Chief of Exploring /vtissouri Caves, the guidebook to the 1997 National
Speleological
Society
Convention
in Missouri.
Many of his photographs have been published,
including
some in
The Wilderness Underground:
Caves of the
O=ark Plateau. At the 1986 Missouri Academy
of Sciences Symposium
on Caves, he presented
a research paper, "A Model of Cavern Emergence and Evolution."
Bob was a charter member of H.O.G. (1963),
founding chairman
of Ozark Highlands
Grotto
(O.H.G.)
in 1975, founding chairman of Green
River Grotto (KY), and a founding member of
Springfield
Plateau Grotto (S.P.G.)
in 2006.
He
was made an honorary member of a.H.G.
in
1976, awarded National
Speleological
Society
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(N.S.S.)
Fellow
of the Society
stalus
in 1978,
the J. Harlen
Bretz award
from the Missouri
Speleological
Survey
in the 1980s,
the Lester
B.
Dill award
from the Mississippi
Valley
Ozark
Region
(M.V.O.R.)
in the 1990s,
and was proclaimed
a Fellow
of the Cave Research
Foundation (C.R.F.)
in 2008.
Bob represented
local
caving
clubs in the MSS Board
of Directors
for
many years and for a few years served
as its
editor
for A1issouri Speleology.
On faculty
at Ozarks
Technical
Community
College,
Springfield,
MO for 17 years,
he taught
Humanities,
Philosophy,
Symbolic
Logic,
History, and World
Religions
and also served
on
the adjunct
faculty
at Drury
University
and
taught
per course
at M.S.U.
He loved teaching
and was dedicated
to his students,
whom he said
he viewed
as being
like young
birds in the nest,
needing
to be fed.
Bob was a thoughtful,
caring,
modest,
and
sensitive
man who had a quick,
dry wit and especially
enjoyed
punning.
Words
cannot
express
how deeply
he was loved and cherished
and will

be missed.

He leaves

behind

a legacy

of cave

maps and newer generations
of cave surveyors
in southwest
Missouri
as well as many fond
memories
below
ground
for those who knew
him.

Bob Taylor in Gentry
Charity lfert=ler.

Cave,

Missouri.

Photo

by

Ozark Region Gating Projects, May 2012
By: Jim Cooley
McCormick
(PLP-034),

Cave
Newburg,

i\I0 May

1-4,2012

In early 2011, the Cave Research
Foundation
(CRF)
was asked
by the Mark
Twain
National
Forest
(MTNF),
one of our main Federal
cooperators
in the State
of Missouri,
to provide
the
technical
expertise
and volunteer
labor
required
to construct
a 15-foot-high,
38-foot-wide
batfriendly
cave gate in the entrance
of McCormick
Cave,
Missouri
Speleological
Survey
accession
number
PLP-034.
This
cave
is located
near
Newburg,
Missouri,
in a thickly
settled
area of
Phelps
County,
about
five
miles
southwest
of
the city of Rolla
and three
miles
south
of 1-44,
the main
interstate
that
bisects
southern
Missouri.
On May 9'", 20 II, CRF Fellow
Jim Cooley
accompanied
Klaus
Liedenfrost,
Wildlife
Biologist
for the Rolla-Houston
Ranger
District
of the MTNF,
to the cave entrance
to measure
it
for a gate and to assess
logistical
requirements.
McCormick
Cave
has a rather
unusual
history.
The
cave
was
leased
to the
Missouri
School
of Mines
(MSM)
sometime
in the 1950s
by the U.S. Forest
Service
for use as a seismographic
station.
This
university,
subsequently
known
as the University
of Missouri
at Rolla

and now rebranded
as the "Missouri
University
of Science
& Technology"
(MS&T),
is the flagship engineering
and mining
school
of the University
of Missouri
system.
MSM made major
modifications
to the cave
in the 1950s,
including
running
electrical
power
into the cave,
walling
up the entrance
with cinder blocks,
and constructing
cinder-block
rooms
inside
the cave.
Concrete
footings
were poured
and anchored
to the bedrock
to support
seismographic
equipment.
At some point a radio tower
was installed
on the hill above the cave to transmit real-time
data
back to the university,
five
miles away.
All this construction
may have
made
for a
fine seismographic
station,
but as human
initiatives often will, it did no favors
to the cave ecosystem.
Sometime
in the
1970s
the seismographic
station
was abandoned.
Later,
when the
university
geology
department
moved
from one
building
to another,
several
pallets
of rock
specimens
in cardboard
boxes
were
transferred
to the cave for storage,
where
they were forgotten.
Over
the decades,
high
humidity
annihilated
the cardboard
packaging,
leaving
piles
of
various
geological
rock
samples
in heaps
just
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inside
the entrance,
including
the ores of such
interesting
elements
as zinc, cadmium,
mercury,
lead, and arsenic.
In addition,
during
the years
the site sat abandoned,
the cave was broken
into
by vandals
and trashed
numerous
times.
These
conditions
were
routinely
noted
through
the
years by CRF monitoring
teams that periodically
checked
the cave under
MTNF contract.
The
university's
original
agreement
with
MTNF
had included
a provision
to return
the
cave to its natural
state in the event the seismographic
station
was decommissioned,
and to restore disturbed
habitat.
In 2011,
funding
finally
became
available
at MS&T
to undertake
this
project.
It was this initiative
that brought
CRF
to the gate in May, 2011.
As part of restoration
and
clean-up,
MTNF
decided
it must
gate
McCormick
Cave to protect
bat habitat
and significant
biological
diversity.
The cave's
close
proximity
to highly
populated
areas
that apparently
include
a sizable
number
of vandals
had
led to repeated
break-ins
and acts of desecration
over the years.
Cooley
designed
a gate meeting
Bat Conservation,
International
(BCI)
standards,

and
with

developed
a project
plan
In
conjunction
MTNF and the University.
In the winter
of 2011-2012,
workers
from
MTNF and MS&T
supported
by local caver
volunteers
removed
the piles of geological
samples
and packaging
remains
from
the cave.
Next,
MS&T
brought
in a HAZMAT
contractor
to remove
friable
asbestos
insulation
from the ceiling of the interior
seismographic
station.
Then,
during
the week of April
23rd,
2012,
the facilities and grounds
department
of MS&T
worked
with another
subcontractor
with substantial
expertise
in steel
building
construction
(Honse
Welding
and Fabrication,
of Belle,
Missouri)
to
demolish
the cinder
block
structures
associated
with the seismographic
station.
MTNF
decided
that removing
the concrete
footings
was too destructive.
These
were left in place.
The demolition
phase
created
such a mud bath in the entrance
of the cave that the tracked
skid steer got
stuck.
Four
dump
truck
loads
of gravel
were
brought
in to stabilize
the work
area.
Immediately
afterward,
a CRF team
of volunteers
led
by Cooley
moved
in to begin building
the gate.

a nell' gale.

The
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A CRF advance
team consisting
of Cooley,
Joe Williams,
Brandy Riggs, and Ken Grush arrived on Sunday, April 29'", 2012 to establish
a
base camp at Onyx Cave (MSS accession
number PUL-027),
fifteen
miles down the freeway
from McCormick.
Onyx Cave, once operated
as
a private
show cave under
the name Onyx
Mountain Caverns,
has been the object of extensive CRF restoration
efforts
since its acquisition by MTNF.
Its CRF-built
gate had been re'
peatedly
breached,
and was in a breached
state
as the McCormick
project began.
A mine shaft
entrance
(the onyx was once mined
around
1900) is now covered
by a large cupola gate.
Still standing
on this site is the old show cave
visitor
center,
which MTNF made available
to
CRF for a field kitchen during this project.
We
got the field kitchen set up on Sunday and all
equipment
moved
into the area by nightfall.
Brandy provided
a hot breakfast
and dinner at
Onyx Camp daily, as well as served a cold lunch
at the gating site.
She kept everyone extremely
well.fed.
Our original
plan had been to spend two
days, Monday and Tuesday, getting steel, equipment, and tools to the McCormick
site and setting up the work area there,
then five days on
actual gate construction.
Monday and Tuesday
of the following
week we planned to decommission the construction
site, and also repair the

breached
Onyx Cave gate, since we would have
all the CRF gating
gear assembled
anyway.
However,
when we arrived at McCormick
Cave
on Monday
morning,
April
30th,
we were
pleased - thrilled
is more like it - to find that
MS&T had put their steel construction
subcontractor at our disposal for the entire week.
Jeff
Honse, a working
company
owner, was onsite
with two helpers and an array of steel fabrication and moving equipment
far more robust and
sophisticated
than anything
we could ever hope
to bring to the party.
His equipment
included a
massive
ten-ton
blue boom forklift
so large it
had to be delivered
to the site by a semi-trailer,
a scissors
lift for work at the gate face, and a
skid steer (small bulldozer).
We quickly
decided to step back and let Jeff show us how the
big kids fabricate
large steel cave gates.
Steel delivery and site set-up was completed
in one day.
MS&T provided
several sheets of
three-quarter-inch
plywood which was placed in
front of the gate, creating
a flat surface
on
which to operate the scissor lift.
Construction
began Tuesday, one day ahead of schedule and a
day before most CRF volunteers
were scheduled
to arrive.
An additional
advantage
we discovered was that the footer on which the old cement block wall had been built was anchored on
bedrock,
obviating
the need to install expanded
metal anti-digging
screens
before we laid the
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sill plates
for the gate.
judged
more than adequate
ton gate.
By the time CRF
in force on Wednesday,
was already
in place.

These footers
were
to support our six-

volunteers
began
arriving
the skeleton
of the gate
Risers had been welded
to

sill plates and anchored
to the ceiling
with steel
pins.
A line of hanger brackets
had already begun to crawl up the risers.
On the second
day, long-time
CRF volunteers
Mick Sutton,
George
Bilbrey,
and Jon
Beard were surprised,
along with Shelly Colatskie of the Missouri
Department
of Conservation,
to find that construction
had already
started.
They pitched right in, and with the help
of Honse and MS&T laborers,
the gate effort
made excellent
progress.
cetylene
cutting
torches,
nel employ
a concrete

lengths
eners

Rather than use oxyaHonse
had his personsaw to cut the 20-foot

of 4x4 horizontal

bars and 1.5xl.5

stiff-

to length.

On the third

day, Thursday,

more

forcements
arrived,
including
from the Missouri
Department

and Mike

Modlin

CRF rein-

Bree
McMurray
of Transportation

and Bill Gee from

the Kansas

City Area Grotto.
Given
the wealth
of human
resources
now available,
Bree, a veteran
master
at cutting
steel with an oxyacetylene
torch,
was
put to work fabricating
parts for the Onyx Cave
gate repair.
The rest of the CRF crew enjoyed
watching
Honse's
heavy
equipment
handle
and

place
to

steel

wrestle

Everyone

that

otherwise

themselves

they
and

was amazed

would

position

by how

quickly

have
by

had
hand.

the gate

was going
up.
The ability
to have three
arc
welders
going
simultaneously
greatly
increased
the velocity
of construction.
Later Thursday
evening
and Friday
evening,
more CRF reinforcements
arrived,
including
Pic
Walenta,
Kansas
City Area Grotto,
our official

CRF

"SpeleoChef'

the menu and
for the project
Also
arriving

Cyle

Riggs

Lankford

who

of Kansas
from

had

the

City
Branson

Grotto, and Krista Bartel
from the MSM Grotto,
MS&T.
Friday at noon,

Top: Boom lift moves 2.5-ton bundles of 4x4
angle iron without straining.
Photo by Jim
Cooley.
Middle:
Bree McMurray fabricates
repair parts for Onyx Cave. Photo by Ken
Grush.
Bottom:
Securing loose fill required
extreme measures (screen was later buried).
Photo by Charley Young.

cave
land
ping

responsibility

for

all food purchased
and prepared
- including
homemade
ice cream.
that day were
Greg
Herin,
and

Area

Grotto,

Area

and Michael
the student
Vic Nickel,

Mark

Tri-Lakes

Bradford
grotto
at
a private

owner
from across
the state whose
CleveCave is another
CRF restoration
and mapproject,
showed
up to treat everyone
to a

wild catfish fry for the entire crew.
By quitting
time on Friday, May 4", fully two days ahead of
schedule,
the McCormick
Cave gate was complete.
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Onyx Cave
(PUL-027)
Jerome,

while Cooley,
Grush, and Williams
made some
simple.
last-minute
repairs and enhancements
to

MO, May 5-6, 2012

But wait!
There's
more!
eRF volunteers
continued
to arrive on Saturday,
including
Max
White,
Charley
Young,
and Roy Gold from
Springfield
Plateau Grotto,
who were surprised
to find their primary objective.
the McCormick
Cave gate, a fail accompli.
Still, there was
plenty of work to go around.
The repairs to the
Onyx Cave gate involved retrofitting
48 running
feet of gate with an expanded
metal anti-digging
screen,
and securing
it to the ground so that it
would truly be immovable,
and very difficult
to
breach.
This turned out to require significantly
more

effort

Twelve
hot,

than

CRF

sweaty

workers
hours

By Sunday,
shouting.

Most

Top:
Williams
Light at sunset

Cooley

had

required

to complete

May 6",
volunteers

nine
these

anticipated.

and
repairs.

it was all over
left

to

a half

return

but the
home,

the

cupola

gate

above

the

Onyx

Cave

mine

shaft.
After finishing two full days ahead of schedule, Monday
was devoted
to a MTNF walkthrough and inspection
of the finished products.
We also

discussed

scheduled
for
trafficked
gray
2011 census
video imaging
ing that cave.

our next

large

was moved
back across
the
depot.
A month more would

all invoices

gating

project,

October,
2012, where a heavily
bat maternity
colony is. A July,
using
Thermal
Infra-Red
(TlR)
revealed
109,806 individuals
usOn Tuesday,
all CRF gating gear

would

state to its
be required

normal
before

be received,

paid by the pro-

ject manager
(it turns out we
met meals at $2.87
per sitting),
ing functions
completed.

served
180 gourand all account-

welds bal guard for Onyx Cave while Cooley marks gate bar for labeling.
Bottom:
streams through the now-secure
gate at Onyx Cave. Photos by Ken Grush.
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REGIONAL EXPEDITION REPORTS
Sequoia and Kings Canyon:

Lilburn Trip Report, April 22-23, 2012
By: Paul Nelson

Approved
California

for public
release
by John
Ops Manager,
CRF.

Tinsley,

With the approval
of Jed Mosenfelder's
cartography
research
proposal,
the Lilburn
field
season
commenced
the weekend
of April 22-23.
Owing
to the relatively
short notice,
the trip
was not widely
advertised
on the CRF distribu~
tion list which
resulted
in a small expedition
consisting
of five participants.
An intense
spring
storm the prior week put
down enough
snow to fe-close
the road from
General's
Highway
to the Redwood
Mountain
Saddle
trailhead.
As a result,
most of the participants
drove
uphill
past Whittaker
Forest
which
added travel
time to the trailhead.
Howard Hurtt,
who graciously
picked
up the permit,
walked
down from Quail
Flat next to the General's
Highway
which
added
an hour to what is
ordinarily
about
a two-hour
hike.
As this was the first trip of the 2012 field
season,
after breakfast
the morning
was spent
performing
basic early
season
maintenance
tasks
such as activating
the water
system
after it was
drained
to avoid damage
owing
to winter's
hard
freezes
at the facility's
5,200
foot elevation.
A fter morning
chores
were finished
it was
time to go caving.
A team of Damian,
Fofo, and
Jennifer
went into Mays Cave to check a lead
near station
MN36 that Damian
had seen several
years ago.
Mays Cave is a small persons
cave
and Damian
could
not get past a squeeze
near
station
MNOS, so he turned
back.
The rest of
the party continued
to the lead and found a
boulder
choke
with unstable
sand.
After stabi-

lizing
the passage,
both Fofo and Jennifer
attempted
to get past the squeeze,
but were unable
to. One bat was noted
near the entrance
and
another
near station
M17.
It is unknown
if this
was the same bat or two different
bats.
About
four hours was invested
in this exploration.
Paul had arrived
at 3AM and was rather
tired,
and Howard
was sore from the hike in
through
the snow so they decided
to stay on the
surface
and continue
to do various
minor
maintenance
repairs.
This included
splitting
wood
leftover
from the NPS's
successful
efforts
to
remove
the tree that lodged
against
the cabin
roof two winters
past.
When everyone
had returned
from the cave,
evening
meals were prepared,
and customary
musical
entertainment
ensued
as everyone
enjoyed
a relaxing
evening.
After breakfast
on Sunday
the dishes
were
washed
and stowed,
the cabin cleaned,
and the
water
system's
intake
and filters
were removed
and the line was drained.
The CRF folks started
hiking
out around
11 :30AM
and everyone
arrived at the tra; Ihead by 3 PM.
The lovely
Janet
Hubner
(the much-esteemed
and significantly
better
half of Howard
Hurtt)
prepared
an especially
excellent
post-expedition
dinner
chez Hubner/Hurtt
in Fresno.

Participants:
Rodolfo
Jennifer

Paul Nelson,
(Fofo)
Gonzalez,
Hopper.

Workhours:

Maintenance:
Exploration:
12.5

Cave

Lava Beds National Monument

Expedition,

Damian
Howard

Grindley,
Hurtt,
and

Five man-hours;
man-hours.

May 2012

By: Scott House
The goals of this expedition
were to work
under two research
permits.
One, for maps of
I&M (inventory
and monitoring)
the priority
was to focus on Pearl Cave,
Valentine
Cave, and
Post Office
Cave.
The other
permit
covered
survey and inventory
work in the North
Castle
flow, which
lies north of Hardin
Butte.
Wife Patti and I arrived
on Thursday,
May
10 in order to get prepared.
Liz and Jim Wolfe
plus Bill Deveraux
and Ed Bobrow
also showed
up the same evening
in preparation
for their
History
Days activities.
On Friday
I met with
NPS personnel
as Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller,

Dan

Greger,
and Joyce
Hoffmaster
also arrived.
Saturday,
May 12: two crews
began a new
map of Post Office
Cave.
Scott,
Dan, and Joyce
began at the culvert
entrance
and surveyed
250
feet, while Ed, Elizabeth,
and Jim Wolff surveyed 230 feet in a leapfrog
effort.
Then both
crews essentially
froze out. It was tough
preparing for chilly
conditions
when it was so warm
and beautiful
outside.
Ed took Dan, Joyce,
and
Elizabeth
to Pearl Cave,
which
is right next to
previously
mapped
Four Star Cave in Elmer's
Trench.
They mapped
about
250 feet there.
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Sunday,
May 13: Ed, Elizabeth,
and Joyce
finished the survey of Pearl Cave with 150 feet
of survey. They then went to Valentine
Cave
and put in 400 feet of survey to begin that map.
Meanwhile,
Scott and Dan, joined by Cyndi
Walck and Shane Fryer, went to the Hardin
Butte area. We showed Shane some of the various entrances
that had not been previously
kno\vn to the park and then began surveying
one
cave. While we were finishing
that cave Shane
squeezed
into a new cave (more to do!) that we
then surveyed.
In addition to the squeeze
entrance it had another, basically
collapsing,
entrance.

Continuing,

the survey

was run Qut

through a third entrance which had been previously thought to be just a shelter. Lastly, we
mapped one more very small cave in the same
sink, for a total of over 400 feet of survey.
Munday,
May 14: At Hardin Butte, Dan,
Scott, and Joyce began by establishing
a surface
survey line, followed
by a survey of a known
cave which was determined
to share an entrance
with another cave known as Aladdin Cave. Both
parts of Aladdin were surveyed
to the total of
490 feet. Another potential
entrance to Aladdin
was detected,
but time did not permit survey.
Meanwhile,
the survey of Post Office continued

with Ed and Elizabeth
being joined by Mick
Sutton and Sue Hagan, who had arrived the evening before. The crew put in 320 feet of chilly
survey, making their way deeper into this cold
and multi-leveled
cave. After freezing out of
Post Office, Ed, Elizabeth,
and Mick (now
joined by Patti House) surveyed 370 feet more
of Valentine
Cave.
Tuesday,
May 15: All crews headed to Hardin Butte where teams were guided to new objectives
(if you don't get guided you will get
lost in this hummocky,
holey area). Ed, Elizabeth, and Joyce surveyed
Hornito Cave while
Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan mapped another
segment of the same cave. As the surveys continued the teams were fluid with people changing from one team to the other in order to maximize the effort. Leapfrog Cave was then tackled
by Ed, et aI., while Mick and Sue began the survey of what turned out to be an upper level of
Aladdin Cave. Meanwhile,
Scott and Dan,
joined by Craig Williams and Tony Schmitt
(who had arrived the previous
evening)
surveyed Battlefield
or Square Tube Cave. The
cave was scrupulously
checked for any cultural
remains by Craig, who is an archaeologist.
We
then moved on to Aladdin Cave and did resource

Don Durham contemplates
Craig Williams examines
mains.

a basaltic
cultural re-
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inventory
there. Finally, we mapped Horsethief
Cave and a nearby, un-described
tunnel cave
while also tying the surface survey into both the
Klausner Leapfrog
survey and the Sutton/Hagan
Upper Aladdin survey. Tony stayed with them to
facilitate
their survey while Scott, Dan, and
Craig went back to a new cave we had stumbled
on, surveyed
it for about 70 feet, and then ran a
last-minute
surface survey to another unknown
(but obvious) cave entrance (the work load
lengthened).
For the day, the three crews totaled
some 1400 feet of survey.
\\'ednesday,
l\lay 16: By now, a scorecard
was necessary
to keep track of what was going
on. Scott, Craig, and Patti were joined
by Don

and Jan Dunham who arrived the previous
evening. This crew did cultural and other inventory
in about twelve caves at Hardin Butte. Along
the way, Don stuck his head into an entrance
near Corral Cave and found yet another real
cave. (By now we were handing out imaginary
demerits
for anyone lengthening
our work list.)
At the end of the hot day we surveyed
Lava
Dome Cave (discovered
the previous
day) for
about 70 feet. It was a very nice cave for not
having been found before. Back at the Post Office, Ed, Dan, Tony, and Joyce surveyed
430
more feet while Mick, Sue, and Elizabeth
netted
another 320 feet before the inevitable
freeze-out
occurred.
Thursday,
M3)' 17: Dan and Joyce
made
their way back to Reno for a flight home. Back
at the Butte it was a chilly, blustery,
rainy day.
Ed, Elizabeth,
and Craig were dropped off at
Christmas
Cave, a nice, pristine cave in which
they surveyed over 350 feet of. Mick and Sue
crawled back into Upper Aladdin while Scott,
Don, and Tony went into another entrance (there
really is no "main" entrance).
Together
the
teams tied the upper survey into the main part
of Aladdin,
in a largish room (well, large for
that area) with a big rafted block in it. The two
connected
via a basically
un-climbable
9 ft
drop. Mick and Sue then did a biological
inventory of Aladdin (basically
a rat haven) before
heading over to Christmas
Cave and surveying
a
side passage there. Scott, Don, and Tony went
to survey the cave Don had found the day before. On the way we stumbled
onto another cave
(turned out to be previously
located,
but not in-

ventoried),
and mapped that. The cave Don had
found was then mapped to over 150 feet long.
The first part was spacious
and then it became a
belly crawl. We were still amazed that it did not
connect to Corral Cave, but we ran a surface
survey to tie in. On the way to find the other
crews we mapped one more known cave that was
complex,
but not very long. Finishing
that, we
ventured out into a sideways
drizzle and met the
other two crews at another four entrances,
none
of which had been previously
located.
Having
over-extended
our workload
we realized we
couldn't
finish these in the weather that we had
so we headed back to the research station having logged nearly 900 feet of new survey. That
evening Ed took Tony, Don, and Craig to Yalentine Cave where they managed to get another
300 feet of survey done.
Friday,
May 18: In the morning,
Scott and
Don surveyed
290 feet in Valentine
Cave, finishing up one branch. After an early supper,
Don, Scott, Ed, Craig, and Tony completed
the
new survey of Valentine,
putting in 480 feet of
additional
survey.
Saturday,
May 19: Ed, Don, Mick, and
Craig put in another 240 feet of survey in Post
Office Cave, finishing
one loop at least. Scott
and Patti and Ed and Elizabeth
pointed their vehicles toward the Midwest,
while Craig and
Tony headed back to Reno.
Sunday,
May 20: Mick and Sue departed for
the airport while Don and Jan set up their telescope for the next day's annular eclipse.
(Note:
we observed
it from the WY/UT border where it
was also spectacular
although
not complete.)
For the week we finished two I&M priority
caves, surveyed
and inventoried
a large number
of caves at Hardin Butte, and got a start on Post
Office Cave. This all totaled over 7300 feet of
survey. Field hours alone totaled nearly 480
which does not take into account time spent on
report writing,
entering data, etc. We got a lot
done, had fun, and look forward to doing it
again next year, probably for a longer time
frame.
Thanks to all who participated
and additional thanks to Shane Fryer, Shawn Thomas,
and Jessica Middleton
of the Monument
for
helping set up and facilitating
our trip.
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Carlsbad Caverns National Park:

February

2012

By: Ed Klausner
The objectives
for this winter's
expedition
to Carlsbad
Caverns
were to complete
the survey of the Main Corridor
so that Scott House
could
complete
the map, and to continue
the
survey
of the Big Room.
We were very fortunale on several
counts.
Dave West brought
a
transit
with him so the Lunch Room could be
more accurately
surveyed.
There
is a great deal
of metal in the area and magnetic
compasses
are

not very

useful

in that

kind

of environment.

We

also had plenty
of qualified
sketchers
so Derek
Bristol,
Dwight
Livingston,
and Bob Osburn
could sketch
along with Dave,
Scott,
and me.
With the addition
of Patti House,
Elizabeth
Miller,
Chris Beck,
and Jeanette
Muller
we had
a very successful
expedition
and accomplished

our objectives.
On Friday,
Scott,
Patti,
Elizabeth,
and I
shopped
for food in Carlsbad
for the week and
then met with Stan Allison
at the park.
We got
the survey
equipment
we needed
from Stan,
along with park passes
and keys.
We had both
huts for the week.
We woke up early on Saturday
and entered
the cave early.
Scott,
Patti,
and William
Tucker
started
a ZA survey
near the Lunch Room and
worked
on the AH survey
behind
the breakdown
blocks
near the Lunch
Room.
Bob Osburn
and
Derek
Bristol
worked
on a profile
of Appetite
Hill, and
Elizabeth,
Chris,
Jeanette,
and I
picked
up where
the last survey
left off in the
Big Room and worked
our way South.
Jeanette
was interp
for most of the week as she had experience
with this at other national
parks.
Dave West, Karen
Willmes,
and Dwight
Livingston
arrived
later on Saturday.
On Sun~
day, Derek,
William,
and Dwight
completed
the
AHA survey
above
Appetite
Hill and Painted
Canyon.
They found virgin
passage
that they
surveyed
the following
day.
Scott and Patti
worked
on the profile
of Main Corridor.
Elizabeth, Chris,
Jeannette,
and I continued
the Z
survey
to Cave Man Junction.
Dave, Karen,
and
Bob started
the transit
survey
of the Lunch
Room.
This was slow work for Dave's
group
as
a transit
survey
takes time, there were cave visitors in the area, and there was much infrastructure to get put on the map correctly.
On Monday,
Dave,
Karen,
and Patti continued in the Lunch
Room,
Derek
and Dwight
worked
on profiles
of Appetite
Hill and Iceberg
Rock,
Scott and Bob worked
on the profile
of
the Main Corridor,
Dave, Karen,
and Patti continued
in the Lunch
Room,
and Elizabeth,
Chris,
Jeanette,
and I continued
in the Big Room.

Many times during
the week we switched
people
around
between
groups
so some could
exit the
cave earlier
or stay later.
Tuesday
involved
a trip to Guadalupe
Mountains National
Park for some of us.
It is about
an hour south of Carlsbad
Caverns
National
Park.
Scott,
Patti,
Elizabeth,
and I met with Dr.
Jonena
Hearst
of Resource
Management.
The
park would
like some CRF assistance
in managing their caves.
Bob, Derek,
and Dwight
enhanced
the sketch
of the tour route and worked
on profiles
and cross sections.
Dave,
Karen,
and Dwight
worked
on the Lunch
Room,
heading
east towards
Left Hand Tunnel.
The following
day, Wednesday,
Scott,
Dwight,
and Bob surveyed
behind
the Lunch
Room.
Elizabeth,
Chris,
Jeanette,
and I continued the Z survey
and tied to a BB survey
in an
alcove.
Dave,
Karen,
Patti,
and Dwight
continued the ZA survey
and surveyed
the rest rooms,
first aid station,
pump room,
elevators,
and lobbies.
There was a local grotto
meeting
on Thursday at NCKRI
in Carlsbad
and we were invited
by Jason
Walz of Lincoln
National
Forest
to see
a film recently
produced
about
Carlsbad
Caverns and hear a talk by the BLM on cave management.
Elizabeth,
Chris,
Jeanette,
and I
worked
on the Z survey
and had a short day so
we could go to the meeting.
Scott,
Dwight,
Bob, and Patti worked
on the Z survey
going
through
Jim White Tunnel
towards
Longfellow's
Bathtub.
Dave and Karen continued
the Lunch
Room.
The last day of our expedition
was Friday,
February
17'".
Scott,
Dwight,
Bob, and Patti
continued
in the Big Room and started
the Polar
Regions.
Elizabeth,
Chris,
Jeanette,
and I
worked
our way towards
the Jumping
Off Place
while
Dave,
Karen,
and Dwight
started
a ZB
survey
behind
Doll's
Theatre
and Painted
Grotto.
During
the week,
Stan made a few copies
of
the Main Corridor
map and one was put up
where
the park's
interp
staff could
see it. This
had a wonderful
effect
because
the park's
staff
could actually
see what work we were accomplishing.
Our expedition
ended
on Friday
and was followed
by another
one led by William
and
Tammy
Tucker
and Barbe
Barker.
We were fortunate
that they had enough
people
to accomplish their objectives
and allow
Elizabeth
and
me to continue
surveying
in the Big Room with
the help of Ed and Tracey
Knetsch,
and allow
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Dave to survey in the Polar Regions of the Big
Room. The following
day, I again returned to
the Big Room with Elizabeth,
Chris, and

I

Jeanette.
Thank you, William, Tammy,
Barbe for supporting
our project during
expedition.

and
your

Buffalo National River, Ozarks Region: March - May 2012
By: Kayla New
;\Clarch 31 - April 1,2012
Attendance
11, Caves visited

8

Saturday:
We had three teams on Saturday -two for survey and one for ridge-walking.
Survey at Novak Springs - Unfortunately,
the survey got off to a late start due to car issues. Jeffrey Bridgman's
car sported a flat tire
which had to be brought into town and fixed before heading out. The team of Bridgman,
Charla
New, and Mike Quain were able to get in 70 ft
down one of the remaining
tight, wet leads before time constraints
forced them out.
Survey at Il ig Hollow - Kayla New led
Pradeep Sapkota, Sunny Farmahan,
Rakesh Bam,
and Sam Collier to Big Hollow to finish the survey of Broken Stone Cave, which came to nearly
150 ft. Pradeep assisted Sunny and Rakesh to
quickly learn to survey.
Sam learned the fine
art of survey per supervision
and performed
the
monitoring
of the cave. The crew then moved
on to survey Chimney Cave, a two-shot
wonder,
nearby.
Ridge-walking
in Smith Creek - Max White
led David Peterson and Catherine
Becker to locate and monitor caves in the Smith Creek area.
The crew located Smith Creek Cave and Boxley
Rat Cave and took entrance photos and GPS coordinates
of both. A biological
inventory
was
taken as well.
Sunday:
A team of Kayla New, Pradeep Sapkota, Rakesh Bam, Sunny Farmahan,
and Catherine Becker went to Shiloh Mountain to GPS
and photograph
the entrances
of Milk Jug Cave,
Trillium Pit, and Hairpin Cave. Maps have been
drafted of two of the three, and it was necessary
to re-document
locations
in order to determine
which cave(s) in the area still needed to be surveyed.
April 28-29, 2012
Attendance
20, Caves

Visited

4

Saturday:
After a survey hiatus of over 2 years,
a group of 19 cavers headed into the Fitton
Beauty Entrance.
Four teams surveyed while
one team helped navigate and shot some very
impressive
photos (Charley led this team.)
Overall, between 860 and 870 feet was surveyed
after spending an unavoidable
portion of the
time establishing
recoverable
tie-ins.

Ed Klausner led the survey team of Elizabeth Miller, David Peterson,
and Catherine
Becker.
Kayla New led the survey team of Deitra Roberts and Scott Sutton.
Chad Holderfield
led the survey team of Marty Brown and Jessie
Bridges.
Meghan Gallo led the survey team of
Derek Thompson and Kyle Moore.
Jenn Ellis
and Donald Locander busied themselves
with an
extensive
bio inventory.
Charley Young led the
photo team of Max White, Josh Shock, and Ray
Allen.
Sunday:
Most folks left the night before or in
the morning.
A fter tidying up the cabin, teams
went to the Smith Creek area where there are
two caves documented
from last month.
Ed
Klausner took David Peterson,
Josh Shock, and
Elizabeth
Miller to survey Boxley Rat Cave.
Kayla New led Blake Doles and Catherine
Becker to survey Smith Creek Cave. Ed's day
was cut short when his team ran into an angry
rattlesnake
in the passage.
Kayla's team surveyed nearly 50 ft and had to leave for time
constraints.
B lake and Catherine
learned to survey.
Donald Locander,
Jenn Ellis, and Kyle
Moore hiked back up to the Fitton Beauty entrance to retrieve a lone kneepad.
They checked
the water level in Ice Box along the way, as it
was flooded to the brim last time survey was
attempted.
They relayed later that it was really
slicked up, but not flooded at present.
May 4, 2012
Attendance
5, Caves

Visited

I

Pradeep Sapkota, Rakesh Bam. Sunny Farmahan, Zheng-yu
Li, and Kayla New visited
Eden Falls Cave on a late evening hike to avoid
"the crowd," as the cave remains open to park
visitors.
A bio inventory was performed,
and
Kayla sketched the cave's profile in order to
complete the 2008 survey and map. The night
was quiet, and the "Super Moon" eve was spectacular.
May 12,2012
Attendance
4, Caves

Visited

3

Kyle Moore, Charla New, Kayla New, and
Max White used the National Park Service canoes and kayaks to float the section of the Buf-
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falo River
document.

Chuck
camp

from Pruitt to Hasty in order to better
monitor,
and map caves in the area.

Bitting,
host,

Ted.

Mark Miller,
were

and the Steel

instrumental

Creek

in moving

the trip forward.
The crew of four surveyed.
monitored,
and
documented
Pipe Crawl Cave, Mezzanine
Cave,
and what mayor
may not have been Ledge
Crawl Cave.
The last cave visited
was similar

to the older

memory

sketch

on file of Ledge

Crawl Cave. but was somewhat
different
in floor
composition.
Additionally,
an area along the
river was documented
as a future lead for the
group's
return in the fall.
Three other caves
in
the area were determined
to be better visited
in

the fall due to their

very forested

and set back

locations
in relation
to the river.
The group finished at dark Saturday
night and is eager to return in the fall when water levels
are up again
and leaves
are off the trees.

Top left:
Kayla New and Deitra Roberts surveying
in Tennour; Passage.
Photo by Charley Young.
Top right:
Charla New and Kyle Moore tie kayaks to Kyle's X-Terra. May 12, 2012. Photo by Kayla
New. Bottom, left and right:
Gypsum flowers in Fit/on Cave. Photos by Charley Young.
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Ozarks Operations:

March - June 2012

By: Scott House with additions from Miek Sutton
!\lark

Twain

National
Forest:
Mick Sutton
attended
a MTNF meet
and greet with the Regional
Forester
for the
USFS eastern
region
and was able to engage
in
some discussion
of WNS policies.
3/21/12:
Mick Sutton
along with the MTNF
karst coordinator,
archaeologist,
and district
biologist
relocated
several
mines that need gating in a silver-mining
area, Madison
County,
Missouri.
3/28/12: Mick Sutton and MTNF biologist
Lynda
Mills monitored
bat populations
in Estes
Cave,
Washington
County.
The population
of
little brown
bats was still present
at this rela-

3/19/12:

tively late date.
4/1/2: Mick Sutton
and surveyed
tershed.
They

and Sue Hagan monitored
Ditch
Pit in the Current
River waalso checked
another
reported

cave and found

that

it was too small to be con-

sidered
a cave.
May 2012: A massive
effort
led by Jim Cooley resulted
in the gating
of McCormick
Cave in
Phelps
County
(see separate
article).
5/27/12:
Eric Hertzler
and Jon Beard did
biological
inventory
in Hog Pen Cave, Christian
County.
About
500+ feet of cave was examined
and good numbers
of pipistrelle
bats, salamanders, and various
inverts
were seen.

Ozark National
Scenic Riverways:
3/14/2012:
Scott House,
Mick Sutton,

4/28/12: Bob Lerch, Joe Sikorski,
and Josh
Brewer
mapped
-300 feet in Coon Passage.
6/2/2012:
Two crews entered
the cave in order to track down errors.
Bob Osburn,
Marissa
Berger,
and Elaine
Hackerman
checked
and reshot surveys
in Gypsum
Passage,
while Scott
House,
Mike Zanetti,
Andrew
Lloyd,
and Brandon Mahan
did the same for two surveys
down
the Main Stream
and Mud Flat Room areas.
Between these various
efforts
and a serious
rereading
of the compasses
on the compass
test
course,
the errors
were mostly
resolved,
allowing further
survey
trips to go ahead.
Pioneer

Forest:

CRF members
and others
from Meramec
Valley Grotto
help with survey,
inventory,
and
monitoring
on this large private
forest.
3/24-26/1 2: Dan Lamping
and 10 other
cavers
visited,
GPS'ed,
and monitored
22 caves
on Leatherwood
Creek,
a pristine
valley
off the
Upper
Jacks Fork River.
At least two of the 22
caves are new discoveries.
Elsewhere:

4/9/12:
Sutton
private
mapped
Spring

Scott House,
Sue Hagan,
and Mick
checked
out some potential
caves
for a
landowner
in Washington
County
and
two caves:
Anderson
Cave and Crommer
Cave.

and
Bilbrey
counted
bats in most of Round
Cavern.
Over 400 bats were counted,
of
different
species.
4/20/12:
Jon Beard and Roy Gold helped
with the park's
Jr. Ranger
Day, which
brings
in
schoolchildren
to rove various
interpretive
stations.
Jon and Roy interpreted
speleology
and
cave life.
April 2012:
Jim Cooley,
Joe Williams,
George
Bilbrey,
and Ken Grush all did a little
maintenance
work at the Powder
Mill Research
Center,
including
cleaning
gating
equipment
and
even washing
the windows.

George
Spring
several

Missouri

State

Parks:

4/21/12:
A number
of CRF'ers
(Jeff Crews,
Jim
Cooley,
et al.) participated
in the Bat Festival
at
Onondaga
Cave State Park.

Strome

Moore

Cave:

Resurvey
of this large and important
cave
continues
with the cooperation
of MMV Grotto
and the Missouri
Caves
and Karst Conservancy.

Sue Hagan looks into Ditch Pit, Mark Twain National Forest.
Photo by A-fick Sutton.
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2012 EXPEDITION

CALENDAR

Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited. Failure to contact the
leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.
F:astcrn Operations - Mammoth Cave Schedule
August, August 3-5. Roger and Lynn Brucker,
roger. brucker@sbcglogal.nel.
Labor Day. August 3 I-September 3. Bob Osburn,
osbum@levee.wustl.edu.
Columhus Day, October 5.8. CRF Annual Meeting. Contact Pat
Kambesis, pnkambesis@iuno.com, for details.
Thanksgiving, November 21-25. Dave West,
d270@bellatlantic.net.
New Year's, December 2&,2012 - January 1,2013. Charles Fox.
char IcS.d .fox@sbcglobal.nct.

Ozark.1i
Contacts: Scott House, seott_house@semo.nel.
Mick Sulton and Sue lIagan, sue&mick@mail.tigerneLgen.mo.us.
California - Lava Beds
Before participating on any of these expeditions, we would prefer
you contact the Operations Area Manager, John Tinsley, at least
two weeks before the expedition:
jtins1ey@usgs.gov; 650-799-5156 or 550-243-0732.
Please do not just show up as there may be limits on the number of
participants \ve can accommodate.

All Eastern Operations CRF JVs who have not attended an expcdi.
tion safety orientation must do so before participating in expedition activities. The safety orientation is scheduled at the beginning
of each expedition after the morning meeting. Those who have
attended a safety orientation are not required to participate in another. New JVs should arrange to be at the expedition early
enough to attend the orientation. Those who do not attend will not
be allowed to participate in expedition activities. Contact expedition leader for more details on the orientation.

California - Lilhurn
Some basic rules of engagement for California expeditions: Can.
tact the expedition preferably two weeks ahead of time: please
don't spontaneously show up. We have to deal \vilh head count
limits, particularly on our Lilburn trips, so we need to know who is
planning to attend. Contact John Tinsley, jtinsley@usgs.gov; 650799-5156 or 550-243-0732.

Cumberland Gap l\'ationaillistorical
Park
Expeditions for Cumberland Gap National Historical Park are the
last full weekend of each month except December. Contact: Mike
Crockett, mikecrockett@hotmail.com.

Carlsbad Caverns
Contact for all expeditions:
Barbe Barker, barbebarker@gmail.com.
William and Tammy Tucker, william.tucker@att.net.

ADDRESS CORRECTIONS
If you have changed phone number (i.e., area
code split), e.mail address, or have moved, please
send your information to:
Phil DiBlasi
110 S. Campbell St., Unit 204
Louisville, KY 40206-1863
pjdiblasi@gmail.com

IISS/CRF Ilawai'i Caving - Big Island
Contact Pat Kambesis, 309-762-3860, pnkambesis@juno.com.

THE CRF WEBSITE
www.cave.research.org
Contact your operations manager for the user
id and password for the members-only section
of the site.
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